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do you like this email newsletter? do you have an email newsletter you would like to submit to this
site? you are in the right place. there is no formal submission process for sending submissions, but
you may email us your list of email newsletters. we will consider your email newsletter. greetings,
welcome to pearson. com. this is coach gary loveless with a webinar or video for you. this week, i
want to talk about one of the most important things a coach can do with the player. so, i want to
begin. go to studentpilgrim.com and watch the video on effective coaching. if you want to get a

really good jump-start in preparing for that crucial meeting, go to teacherpilgrim.com and watch the
video on how to create an effective goal.i want to talk to you today about goal setting. coach, when
do you set the goal? how do you get the proper amount of data to create a target for yourself and

the player? and how much do you really need for such a task? let me give you my biggest goal of all
time. my goal for every night of my coaching career was to find the best professional basketball

players on the planet. well, that was not an easy thing to do. i had to find those all over the globe,
and then have my eyes and ears open night after night to find the best one, and then make sure i
got him and could develop him into the best player he could possibly be. at the end of my career, i
thought i had found the best player on the planet. i found him on the streets of boston in new york,
and i kept him to myself. because i was the coach for the celtics, and he was an arizona state guy,

and i knew everybody knew, and he probably did know, that i was the coach for the celtics. so, i kept
him to myself, and i spent the summer of my career just developing him, and i thought i had the best
basketball player ever. i thought i had that for years and years and years, and he went to the nba. he
was right up there with the best ever, and i could not find him. i thought i found the right guy, and i

was really pleased with what i had. and then, i discovered that he was not the best player on the
planet. he was not even the best player in his team, and he was not even in the top ten of his team.

he had a bunch of guys that could be at the top of the team. he was in the 1,200th place on the
team. i was looking at a guy that could be the best basketball player that ever lived. i found him. i

found the right guy. and i did not know he existed. and then i could not find him and make him
better. the exact same thing is true with your coaching career. you can find your goal, but do you
know how to set the goal, where to find it, and do you know what to look for to track it? so, how do
you do that goal setting? how do you set the goal? coach, do you set the goal? how do you do it?

how do you set the goal? how do you get the proper amount of data to create a target for yourself
and the player? how much do you really need for such a task? let me tell you a little bit more about

my goal setting.
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